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Abstract - Data mining is a process of extracting the knowledge pattern from large data.Classification is a technique which
used to predict the group membership for data sets.There are various techniques such asSupport Vector Machine,
Bayesian networks and the k-nearest neighbor classifier are analyzed here.The goal of this survey is to provide an
expandedreview of different classification techniques in data mining.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Classification technique is the one which capable of processing a wider variety of data than regression and is growing in
popularity.This can predict categorical class labels and that classifies data which based on training set and class labels. It is used
for classifying the new data set. It is a part of data mining which gains more popularity.
Data mining involves the use of sophisticated data analysis tools which uses to discover the previously unknown, valid
patterns and their relationships in large data set [1]. These tools can include the statistical models and the machine learning
algorithms. The data mining consists of more than one collection and the managing data; it also includes analysis and the
prediction.
There are several applications for Machine Learning algorithm and the significant techniques are definedin the mining. People
are usuallymakes mistakes during the analyses or possibly when they trying to establish relationships between many features [3].
It is difficultto find the solutions for some problems. Machine learning can be successfully applied to these problems which help
to improving the systems efficiency. There are many ML applications are involves in the tasks that can be set up as supervised.
In the present paper, I focused on the techniques which necessarily to do this. In particular, this work which is concerned with
classification problems in where the output of instances admits only discrete and unlabeled values.
II. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
The operations of classification techniques have recently grown in advance.The popular methods as mentioned above were
analyzed in detail.
A. K-Nearest Neighbor(K-Nn)
Nearest Neighbor (NN) is also known as ClosestPoint Search which used to identify the unknown data point that based on the
nearest neighbor whose value is known. It has many applications in various fields such as Pattern recognition, Image databases
and thebiomedical. The NN mechanism is classified into two different types such as Structure based and Structure less NN
classification techniques. K-NN comes under the structure less classification technique. The structure based deals with the basic
structure of the data where the structure has less mechanism which associated with training data samples [15]. Latter overcomes
the memory limitation whereas the former reduces the computational complexity which makes use of the more than one nearest
neighbor that determine the class in which the given data point belongs to and hence it is called as K-NN.
These data samples are needed to be in the memory at the run time where they are referred to as memory-based technique. All
these data points are necessary that in order to make a decision which helps to determine the class of the given data point [36].
There are a large number of machine learning algorithms and K-NN is the most simplest among them. It can also be considered as
the one among the top ten data mining algorithms.
K-NN basically works on the assumption that the datais contained in a feature space. Hence all the points aredefined in it, in
order to find the distance amongthe points Euclidiandistance or Hamming distance isused according to the data type of data
classes used.Here a single number “k” is given which is used todetermine the total number of neighbors that determinesthe
classification. If the value of k is 1, it is also simplycalled as nearest neighbor. K-NN has following operations:
 An integer k
 A training data set
 A metric to measure closeness
The entiretechnique reviewed as determining the nearestneighbor and to finding its class using the neighborvalues.
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B. CART
CART (Classification and Regression Tree)describes the high accuracy and handling noisy data or missing values. It takes
arandom data which allows handling missing values by Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detector(CHAID). In CART data preprocessing is not needed, it automatically selects relevant attributes [28]. CHAID algorithm considers missing values as
distinctcategorical value, which also helps to method that are adopted. CART treats a refined method that ischanged, such as
missing primaryfield. Itprunes to exact order that each nodemust be deleted. For small data sets once the Standard Error rule is
good means it generates an optimal tree. For larger datasets zero Standard Error rulewhich generates the tree with high accuracy.
Both C4.5 and CART are the robust tools. Surrogate lossfunction like Gini index is used when miss-classification of Decision
tree.
C. Instance Based Learning
Instance based learning is the one which describes the lazy-learning algorithm, as a delay of induction or generalization
process until aclassification is performed. Last learning algorithm is the term which requires less computation time during the
training phase thaneager-learning algorithm (such as Decision tree & Bayesian network) that requires the more computation time
during theclassification process [29].
It is called instance-based because it constructs hypotheses directly from the training data themselves. The computational
complexity of classifying a single new data with instance byO(n). The advantage of instance-based learning has over other
methods of machine learning is its ability to adapt its model to previously unseen data: instance-based learners may simply store a
new instance or throw an old instance away [32].The disadvantage of Instance Based Learning takes more computation time for
data classification. Themodeling of input features through feature selection which improves classification accuracy and slow
down classification time.
D. Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines is the one which uses to promising a new method for the Classification of both Linear and the Non
Linear. This algorithm uses a Non Linear Mapping which uses to transform the original training data into a higher dimension
[33]. This new dimension searches for Linear Optimal Separating Hyper plane (that is, a decision boundary separating the tuples
of one class from another).The SVM is uses to finding thehyper planewhich describes Support Vectors (essential training tuples)
and Margins [42].Intuitively, a good separation is achieved by the hyperplane that has the largest distance to the nearest training
data point of any class also called functional margin and the larger margin with lower generalization errorof classifier.
E. Bayesian Network
Bayesian network is based on DAG (Directed Acyclic Graph) and one to one corresponding feature.Bayesian network is
divided into two tasks learning DAG and design of network [6].The network design is fixed and the learning parameter in the
conditional probability tables.Classifiers is the one that using Bayesian Classification which helps to predict the probability that a
given tuple belongs to a single Class [8]. Baye’s Theorem can predict the Posterior Probability, P(H,X) from P(H), P(X|H) and
P(X).The X is a data tuple. Baye’s Theorem is
P (H/X)=P(X/H) P(H) / P(X)
Where, H ->Hypothesis such as that the data tuple X belongs to a specified Class C
P(H|X) ->Probability that hypothesis H exists for some given values of X’s attribute.
P(X|H) ->Probability of X conditioned on H
P(H) ->Probability of H
P(X) ->Probability of X
F. Minimum Description Length (Mdl)
Minimum description length(MDL) handles missing values naturally and chooses the missing values at randomly. The
algorithm replaces sparse numericaldata with zeros and sparse categorical data with zero vectors [39]. Missing values arenested
columns which are interpreted as sparse. The columns have missing data which are sample data types whichinterprets missing
data at randomly.
MDL takes this into considerationof the size which model isreduction in uncertainty due to using the data model. Both entropy
and model size are measured in data bits [40].The MDL mechanism is based on any regularity in a given set of data can be used
to reduction of data than needed to describe the data literally.
III. EVALUATING THE PERFORMANCE OF CLASSIFIER
A. Hold- Out- method
The original data with labeled examples is classified into two different sets such astest set andtraining set. The data set would
not be used in testing,the test set and learning [21]. Unseen test setprovides accuracy in unbiased estimation. It is mainly used for
when the data set is large.
B.

n-fold Cross-validation
The available data is partitioned into n equal-size disjoint subsets. Use each subset as the training set to learn a new classifier.
The algorithm runn times, this gives n accuracy of the average accuracy. 10and 5-fold cross validations are the techniques which
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commonly used. This method is used when the data is not large.
C. Leave-one-out Cross validation
This method is used when the data set is very small. Hence it is a special case of cross-validation [26]. Each fold of cross
validation which has only a single test example and all the test of the data are used in training. If the original data has m values,
this is m-fold cross-validation.
D. Validation set
The available data is divided into three subsets,
1. Training set
2. Validation set and
3. Test set.
Avalidation set is used frequently for estimation parameters in Machine learning algorithm. The valuesthat give the best
accuracy on the validation set are used as the final parameter values. Cross validation canbe used for parameter estimating as
well.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this survey various techniques of Classification in Data MiningWere described in detail.These techniques are most
important which uses to predict categorical class labels and that classify data that arebased on class labels and training set. It can
be used for labeling andclassifying thenewly available data.Classification isused for the purposes of segmenting records. They
have various achieve andobjectivesof their segmentations through various ways.
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